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ACL Staticide® Introduces New ESD Wearable Products   
  

Ideal for Electrostatic Protected Areas  
 

 
ACL Staticide® introduces four new products to its ESD Wearable line. All are suitable for working in Electrostatic 

Protected Areas (EPAs) and provide secure, comfortable and effective personal grounding.    

Wrist Straps: Product #8111, #8113, #8115. These adjustable wrist straps provide a safe path for eliminating 

static charge. Available in three models − economy, premium and hypoallergenic – they can be used in both 

short- and long-term applications. All are RoHS compliant, compatible with ACL cords and sold in packs of six.  

Wrist Strap Cords: 4mm-to-banana terminations – Product #8101, #8107. Wrist strap cords with alligator clip 

complete a secure personal grounding system for working on electronics in EPAs. Equipped with a 1-meg ohm 

resistor, they are sold in lightweight economy or heavy-duty premium. These 6-foot cords can withstand more 

than 100,000 cycles of flexing and provide a snap release of one to five pounds of breakaway force.   

Heel Grounders: Product #8120, #8122.  ACL’s cup-style heel grounders provide a continuous path-to-ground 

between individuals and ESD-protected flooring. Offered in two models – economy and premium – both feature a 

1-meg ohm resistor, conductive ground ribbon, rubber heel cups, adjustable straps, and hook and loop systems. 

Heel grounders are sold three pairs per pack.  

Disposable Heel Strap: Product #8124. The disposable heel strap is an economical and convenient choice for 

plant visitors or temporary workers who need to access ESD-safe areas. Easy to apply, the heel strap makes 

contact with the individual’s foot and the floor ensuring a continuous path-to- ground between the user and the 

floor. One-time-use heel straps are sold 100 per bag.  

ACL Staticide® has been a trusted supplier to electronics manufacturers for 50 years with products for the 

automotive, avionics, medical device, plastics and telecommunications industries.  Recognized for quality and 

performance, ACL Staticide® is a worldwide leader in static control, contamination control and chemicals for PCB 

rework and repair.  

 
 


